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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Letus35 MCS Man Cam Bundle for Canon 1D X, 1D C, and LTM-M-1DX,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up DSLR Video Supports & Rigs Letus35.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Letus35 MCS Man Cam Bundle for Canon 1D X, 1D C, and LTM-M-1DX

        The user manual for the Letus35 MCS Man Cam Bundle for Canon 1D X, 1D C, and LTM-M-1DX provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Professional Video  -  Tripods, Supports & Rigs  -  Supports & Rigs  -  DSLR Video Supports & Rigs.
        


        The MCS Man Cam Bundle for Canon EOS-1D X, 1D C, and Nikon D4 from Letus35  is a modular handheld support system that is configured for two-handed operation. It is designed to accommodate remote follow focus systems. The bundle includes the 1DX Cage, a V-Lock Baseplate, 12" Stainless Steel Rods, and two T-Handles with T-Handle to 15mm Rod Clamps. It also includes the Top Handle, Top Dovetail, Top Clamp to Rails / Rod Bracket, Top Quick Release Clamp, 8" Black 15mm Iris Rods, and a Rod to Cold Shoe Adapter. In addition, the MCS Back Pack is provided for carrying equipment and accessories.
 
 The Letus35 1DX Cage is designed for use with the Canon EOS-1D X, Canon EOS-1D C, and Nikon D4 DSLR cameras. It is CNC milled from high-grade aluminum and is hard anodized for durability. It features 1/4"-20 and 3/8" mounting holes along all sides for attaching camera accessories. A mounting point is available for attaching the MCS V-Lock Baseplate, which supports 12" Stainless Steel 15mm rods.
 
 The T-Handles attach to the 15mm rods via the T-Handle to 15mm Rod Clamps. The handles are designed to mimic the feel of grabbing the matte box frame in a typical 35mm film camera setup. They feature 100% silicon grips and utilize hybrid rods, which are flattened on four sides and prevent them from spinning in the rod clamp. Place one handle in front of the camera and one behind for handheld shooting.
 
 The Top Dovetail, Top Quick Release Clamp, and Top Clamp to Rails / Rod Bracket all work together to provide a quick-release system on top of the cage for the Top Handle and 8" rods. This lets you quickly attach and remove the handle and any attached optional rod accessories, such as a follow focus unit. The handle features a stainless steel rosette pivot plate which allows the user to rotate and lock the handle in 30° increments.        
      
	        
        If you own a Letus35 dslr video supports & rigs and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Letus35 MCS Man Cam Bundle for Canon 1D X, 1D C, and LTM-M-1DX in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Letus35 MCS Man Cam Bundle for Canon 1D X, 1D C, and LTM-M-1DX:
 	 Camera Screw 	 1/4"-20 
	 Mounting Holes 	 1/4"-20 and 3/8" 
	 Dimensions 	 Cage
 5.69 x 6.75 x 3.25" (14.45 x 17.15 x 8.26 cm)
 
 Top Handle
 When folded flat: 1.25 x 3.50 x 8.38" (3.18 x 8.89 x 21.28 cm)
 When in "L" shape: 3.25 x 3.50 x 6.13" (8.26 x 8.89 x 15.57 cm)
 
 Top Dovetail
 5.25 x 1.44 x 0.25" (13.34 x 3.66 x 0.64 cm)
 
 Top Clamp to Rails / Rod Bracket
 1.00 x 4.00 x 0.81" (2.54 x 10.16 x 2.06 cm)
 
 Top Quick Release Plate
 3.00 x 3.00 x 0.63" (7.62 x 7.62 x 1.60 cm)
 
 V-Lock Baseplate
 2.13 x 4.13 x 3.13" (5.41 x 10.49 x 7.95 cm)
 
 T-Handle with Hybrid Rod
 7.88 x 1.25 x 5.25" (20.02 x 3.18 x 13.34 cm)
 
 T-Handle to 15mm Rod Clamp
 2.00 x 3.06 x 1.25" (5.08 x 7.77 x 3.18 cm)
 
 Rod to Cold Shoe Adapter
 Cold Shoe: 1.00 x 3.63 x 0.56" (2.54 x 9.22 x 1.42 cm)
 
 Stainless Steel Base Rods
 11.8" (30.0 cm)
 
 Top Iris Rods
 Length: 8" (20 cm)
 
 MCS Back Pack
 When empty: 15.50 x 10.00 x 1.25" (39.37 x 25.40 x 3.18 cm) 
	 Weight 	 Cage: 1.40 lb (0.60 kg)
 Top Handle: 0.75 lb (0.34 kg)
 Top Dovetail: 0.20 lb (0.09 kg)
 Top Clamp to Rails / Rod Bracket: 0.20 lb (0.09 kg)
 Top Quick Release Plate: 0.45 lb (0.20 kg)
 V-Lock Baseplate: 1.10 lb (0.50 kg)
 T-Handle with Hybrid Rod: 0.55 lb (0.25 kg)
 T-Handle to 15mm Rod Clamp: 0.15 lb (0.07 kg)
 Rod to Cold Shoe Adapter: 0.25 lb (0.11 kg)
 Stainless Steel Base Rods: 1.0 lb (0.45 kg)
 Top Iris Rods: 0.25 lb (0.11 kg)
 MCS Back Pack: 0.90 lb (0.41 kg) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 5.0 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 13.0 x 11.0 x 9.0" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Letus35 MCS Man Cam Bundle for Canon 1D X, 1D C, and LTM-M-1DX can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new dslr video supports & rigs, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Letus35 users keep a unique electronic library
        for Letus35 dslr video supports & rigss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Letus35 MCS Man Cam Bundle for Canon 1D X, 1D C, and LTM-M-1DX.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Letus35 MCS Man Cam Bundle for Canon 1D X, 1D C, and LTM-M-1DX, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the dslr video supports & rigs.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Letus35 service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Letus35 MCS Man Cam Bundle for Canon 1D X, 1D C, and LTM-M-1DX. User manuals are also
        available on the Letus35 website under Professional Video  -  Tripods, Supports & Rigs  -  Supports & Rigs  -  DSLR Video Supports & Rigs.
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